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A year ago, I began my 2021 vision statement with a message of HOPE. 
That HOPE included the expectation that Ideal Contracting teams would 
continue building an environment focused on keeping everyone safe 
and well while delivering our customer-focused construction projects. 
Our team came through 2021 with flying colors.  

In this issue, read how the Ideal Contracting men and women delivered 
exceptional projects like a new one-million-square-foot facility for Pratt 
& Whitney in Asheville, North Carolina, the Hilberry Gateway Theatre in 
Midtown for Wayne State University, and many more. 

In 2021, Ideal Contracting earned a new certification as a PCI Erector 
by the Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute (PCI). The PCI Erector 

Certification Program represents the highest commitment to safety and quality an erector can achieve 
under the PCI Quality Assurance System. Check out the Employee Spotlights in this edition to read about 
two team members who played a role in receiving this certification. Thank you for continuing to advance 
the vision of Ideal Contracting. 

We are proud of the Ideal Contracting culture focused on safety/wellness, customer experience, and 
community outreach. From the beginning, sustainability has been one of the building blocks of our 
company.  

This year, we celebrated the 10th Anniversary of Scarcyny Park & Garden. We have committed and caring 
employees willing to work with our neighborhood residents and organizations to create and maintain 
community gathering spaces.  

How do we continue to drive and sustain Scarcyny Park? We allow people to start community projects 
they care about and empower them throughout; they develop a sense of ownership and pride about the 
parks and gardens. By bringing people together from all walks of life and giving them the necessary 
resources, we are often surprised at the results. In 2022, Cadillac Urban Gardens on Merritt, Ideal’s above- 
ground community vegetable garden, is celebrating its 10th Anniversary. Keep up the great work, 
everyone!

To the men and women of Ideal Contracting: your passion and drive have been catalysts for our 
company’s success. Collectively, you push me to perform better and be better personally. 

Our best comes out when we go off the beaten path and are willing to make new mistakes. Continue to 
learn. Continue to innovate. Continue to motivate. Together, we will Stay Ahead and Be the Best! 

Frank Venegas, Jr. 
Chairman & CEO
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B U I L D I N G  T H E  N E X T  G E N E R AT I O N  O F  L E A D E R S 

At the end of August, our 2021 Build U Internship 
Program came to a close.  This year, we had eleven 
interns participate in the program.  The team had 
the opportunity to visit multiple job sites, tour 
our skilled trades’ training facilities, and interview 
our executive team, among many more events! 

We are pleased to announce Jonathan Gomez, 
and Vanessa Pine have accepted full-time 
positions as Project Engineers.  Bryce White, 
Angelina Pink, Cameron Morin, Logan Kosinski, 
Dylan Robinson, and Dakota Harness have stayed 
on part-time while completing their schooling.  
Congratulations to all on completing the 2021 
Build U Internship Program! 

Angelina Pink
Oakland University

Bryce White 
 Ferris State University

Cameron Morin
Michigan State University

Daniel Mullen
Grand Valley State University

Jonathan Gomez
Wayne State University

Logan Kosinski
Ferris State University

Richard Zarate
Michigan State University

Vanessa Pine
Wayne State University

Stephen McGregor
Michigan Technological 

University

Dylan Robinson
 Eastern Michigan University

Dakota Harness
Wayne State University
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TALENT
Cultivate, leverage, and inspire 
personal growth to advance 
the mission of the company. 
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Ideal Contracting has been certified as a Category 
S2-Complex Structural Systems Erector by the 
Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute (PCI). PCI is 
the technical institute and trade association for the 
precast/prestressed concrete structures industry. 
The PCI Erector Certification Program represents 
the highest commitment to safety and quality 
an erector can achieve under the PCI Quality 
Assurance System.

As a Category S2 PCI Certified Erector, Ideal 
Contracting has the appropriate accreditation to 
complete projects in the following categories:

Category S1-Simple Structural Systems
This includes horizontal decking members (such as 
hollow core slabs on masonry walls) and single-left 
wall panels attached to a structure.

Category S2-Complex Structural Systems
This includes everything contained in S1 as well 
as total precast concrete systems, multi-product 
structures (those that combine vertical and 
horizontal members), and single-or multistory 
loadbearing members, including those with 
architectural finishes.

“I’m elated to announce that as of 
August 2021, Ideal Contracting 

is now a PCI-certified Erector. 
The precast industry has been 
on our radar for some time 

now. We began discussing 
small precast erection projects in 

2016 and have slowly been evolving 
to our recent certification and current capabilities. 
We look forward to continuing our vision as we 
progress in the world of precast erection and 
provide our new customer base with industry-
leading safety, quality, and overall satisfaction 
that comes along with any Ideal Contracting 
project.”

- Nick Luxon, Sr. Vice President of Construction
 

NEW CERTIFICATION:
PCI-CERTIFIED ERECTOR
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Recently, Chelsey received her CFA (Certified Field 
Auditor) certificate from the Precast/Prestressed 
Concrete Institute (PCI). Having this certification 
allows her to audit Ideal’s, as well as other 
company’s, precast projects. With those audits, 
a CCA (Certified Company Auditor) sent by PCI 
will determine if those projects are meeting the 
standards set by PCI.  

Chelsey has become a valued member of the Ideal 
Contracting team. When asked which of Ideal 
Contracting’s core values is the most important, 
Chesley said Integrity.  “At the end of day, if there is 
no trust between team members and our partners 
there is no teamwork. Without teamwork, our 
project falls apart.”  

Scott Patterson
Ironworker Superintendent

Scott Patterson, a third-generation Ironworker, has 
been a part of Ironworkers Local 25 for twenty-five 
years. When Scott started his career, he worked 
alongside his father, also an Ironworker. He credits 
the knowledge he gained over the years to the 
generations before him. Scott has completed every 
facet of ironwork, but most enjoyed being a part of 
the raising gang. 

Scott began with Ideal Contracting in 2016, 
working on the Little Caesars Arena in Detroit. One 
of his most recent projects was the Wayne State 
University Hilberry Gateway Theatre, where Ideal 
Contracting self-performed the precast erection for 
Rockford Construction. 

Scott was instrumental in Ideal Contracting 
receiving its PCI certification this year. A project 
must be audited by the Precast/Prestressed 
Concrete Institute (PCI) as part of the certification 
process. Scott was the field lead and completed 
the rigging plans for the Wayne State University 
Hilberry Gateway Theatre for the audit. Scott and 
the project team knocked the audit out of the park! 
“This certification assures our customers that we 

SAFETY
Live, lead, and empower each other 
to ensure everyone goes home 
safely. 

OUR PEOPLE
RECOGNIZING

Chelsey Bejerano-Srivatsa
Sr. Project Engineer

Chelsey began with Ideal Contracting almost five 
years ago as an intern in our Build U Internship 
Program. She studied Civil Engineering at Wayne 
State University with an emphasis on structural 
design.  

Chelsey grew up in Los Angeles, California where 
she would pass one of the tallest buildings west of 
the Mississippi at the time, U.S. Bank Tower, daily. 
“From the first day I saw this building I was hooked 
and completely fascinated by how regular people 
can create such a goliath,” said Chelsey. This is 
when her passion for building began.  

During her internship with Ideal Contracting, 
she was placed in our steel division on the GM 
Flint Body Shop and General Assembly Addition 
project. Chelsey has since stayed with our steel 
division working on multiple projects both small 
and large. The most rewarding part of her role is 
when the work is complete on-site. “Being able to 
see what we have been working on so hard makes 
it all worth it,” said Chelsey.  

are qualified, skilled, efficient, and most of all 
safe,” said Patterson. “I feel a responsibility to my 
team, and I want them to go home safe every 
day.” 
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CLIENT
IPS / 

ROCKFORD CONSTRUCTION

LOCATION
DETROIT, MI

SERVICES
SELF-PERFORM 

PRECAST ERECTION

STATS
150 PRECAST PANELS

W A Y N E  S T A T E  U N I V E R S I T Y  H I L B E R R Y  G A T E W A Y  T H E A T R E

“Sean Sage and Scott Patterson 
were fantastic to work with!  They 
never presented problems or a “can’t 
do” attitude, only solutions and 
creative thinking to overcome the 
many challenges on the project.  The 
coordination between other trades 
onsite and the Ideal team made my job 
that much easier. Safety was spot on, 
and considered with every task of the 
day/week. Communication was great.  
Scott and Sean always answered 
our calls, no matter the time of day, 
weekends included. Scott went above 
and beyond on many occasions. For 
example, when we had a torrential 
rain on a Friday night, Sean and Scott 
answered my call Saturday morning 
and delivered pumps to remove the 
water from the basement. I would love 
to work with Ideal again. Thanks again 
for all the hard work!”

- George Colvin, Superintendent
Rockford Construction

Click here to view the Build U interns’  visit to the WSU Hilberry Gateway Theatre.

Wayne State University continues to expand its campus with the 
addition of the Hilberry Gateway Theatre. The new performing arts 
complex consists of a new 550-seat main theatre as well as a 150 
to 225-seat studio theatre.

Ideal Contracting self-performed the erection of 150 precast 
panels for the new facility located in the heart of Midtown on the 
corner of Cass and Forest.

Due to the nature of its design, the project required an incredible 
amount of bracing, which created logistical challenges to install.  
Installing the bracing required the use of specialized man 
baskets to allow access to the welds and bracing connections.  
Ideal Contracting’s superintendent planned and coordinated 
extensively to ensure the safe utilization of multiple cranes and 
man lifts in close proximity. 

The team faced various challenges throughout the project 
because of its unique design and the site’s small footprint; 
however, the project team found solutions to overcome each 
obstacle.  The WSU Hilberry Gateway Theatre is scheduled to open 
in 2022.

https://vimeo.com/560576349
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GENERAL MOTORS
Milford Proving Grounds
Building 61 South Addition

Ideal Contracting completed a 7,500 SF addition to 
Building 61 at the GM Milford Proving Grounds, which 
allows for additional crash testing areas for electric 
vehicles in all stages of charge. The team removed 1,400 
CY of spoils, placed 400 CY of concrete, and erected 56 
tons of steel for the addition.  

This design-build project brought the team many 
challenges; however, the most significant challenge was 
ensuring there was proper hazard monitoring for the 
area and remediation since this was the first of its kind for 
GM. Consistent communication and collaboration with 
the owner, architect, and subcontractors were critical in 
overcoming this challenge.  
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OAKLAND UNIVERSITY
HEATING HOT WATER 
REPLACEMENT TO HILL HOUSE

CLIENT
JOHN E GREEN 

LOCATION
ROCHESTER, MI

SERVICES
SELF-PERFORM CIVIL

STATS
800 CY OF DIRT MOVED
600 LF OF TRENCH EXCAVATED 
200 CY OF CONCRETE

Working as a subcontractor to John E Green, 
Ideal Contracting excavated approximately 600 
LF of trench and 800 CY of dirt for John E Green 
to replace the hot water system to Hill House 
located in the heart of the Oakland University 
campus. Additionally, Ideal placed 200 CY of 
concrete for the replacement of sidewalks, 
anchor blocks and a new 30’x10’ vault. 

Click here to watch the video. 

https://vimeo.com/647764319/63daaf58fa
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CLIENT
DAVE STEEL 

GENERAL CONTRACTOR
WALBRIDGE

LOCATION
ASHEVILLE, NC

SERVICES
SELF-PERFORM STEEL ERECTION

STATS
12,000 TONS OF STRUCTURAL STEEL

Pratt & Whitney, a manufacturer of airplane 
engines, is building a new facility in Asheville, 
North Carolina. 

Working as a subcontractor to Dave Steel 
Company, Ideal Contracting is self-performing 
the erection of 12,000 tons of structural steel for 
the new million-square-foot facility. The project 
commenced in June and is scheduled to be 
completed in March of 2022. 

P R A T T  &  W H I T N E Y 

Click here to watch the video. 

https://vimeo.com/646139282/7d2ee35d45
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ANNIVERSARIES
2021

Bryan Stephens
5 Years

Lynn Hall
10 Years

Spencer Young
10 Years

Phil Tyckoski
10 Years

Kevin Kinney
10 Years

John Bean
5 Years

Mike Mistruzzi
10 Years

Greg Olson
25 Years

Joe Nowakowski
10 Years

Ideal Contracting would like to recognize and thank the following individuals for their dedication and years of service to the Ideal family. 

Richard Park
5 Years

Rossie Nunez
5 Years

Tim Kelly
5 Years

Melanie Raap
5 Years

TALENT
Cultivate, leverage, and inspire personal growth to 
advance the mission of the company. 
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G M  S U P P L I E R  O F  T H E  Y E A R
Ideal Contracting was named a GM Supplier of the Year winner in General Motors’ 29th annual Supplier of the Year 
awards.

GM recognized 122 of its best suppliers from 16 countries for performance in the 2020 calendar year. The annual 
awards highlight global suppliers that distinguish themselves by exceeding GM’s requirements, in turn providing GM 
customers with innovative technologies and among the highest quality in the automotive industry.

This is the 11th time Ideal Contracting has received the award.

“As GM works to achieve a future with zero crashes, zero emissions, and zero congestion, we are proud to have 
innovative and dedicated suppliers around the world as partners in this mission,” said Shilpan Amin, GM vice president, 
Global Purchasing and Supply Chain.

“Throughout a challenging year, our suppliers have showed resilience and dedication in working toward our shared 
goal of long-term sustainability for our planet and the communities we serve, while meeting our present needs,” Amin 
said. “We are pleased with what we’ve accomplished together in the past year and we are excited by the opportunity 
that lies ahead.”

The 2020 Supplier of the Year winners were selected by a global team of GM purchasing, engineering, quality, 
manufacturing, and logistics leaders. Winners were chosen based on performance criteria in Product 
Purchasing, Global Purchasing and Manufacturing Services, Customer Care and Aftersales, and Logistics.

“It is a great honor to be a recipient of the GM Supplier of the Year,” said Jon Hautau, Sr. Vice President of 
Service Group at Ideal Contracting. “It is a testament to the hard work our team members put into their 
construction projects each and every day, delivering first-in-class safety, quality, and value. A huge 
thank you to all of our skilled trades men and women, support staff and suppliers that allowed Ideal 
Contracting to be recognized by our customer in such fashion.”

“It’s always nice to be recognized by your partners for going above and beyond and being one of the 
best in your class,” said Nick Luxon, Sr. Vice President of Construction at Ideal Contracting. “Thank 
you to all our trusted employees and colleagues for continuing to show up every day and perform 
at such a high level.”

CELEBRATES ITS 
10TH ANNIVERSARY
In honor of the 10th Anniversary of Scarcyny Park & Garden, 
Ideal renovated the park alongside Southwest Detroit 
Environmental Vision. Thank you to all of the volunteers over 
the years that have helped us achieve this milestone!

The renovation included a new stone path, a custom-cut 
steel sign designed by local Detroit artist Freddy Diaz and 
produced by Ideal Shield, mulch beds around the trees, and 
general garden maintenance. 

From its start in 2011, Ideal Group and volunteers took a 
stand to transform a grassy lot into another flourishing 
attraction in Southwest Detroit. We can’t wait to see where 
the garden will go in the next ten years!
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RIVIAN AUTOMOTIVE N1.0 EXPANSION
Location: Normal, IL
Client: Walbridge/River City Construction 
Scope:  Ideal Contracting will be erection approximately 
3,900 tons of structural steel for a new 675,000 SF electric 
vehicle automotive plant. 

GM SPRING HILL WAREHOUSE ADDITIONS 
Location: Spring Hill, TN
Client: Walbridge
Scope:  Ideal Contracting will be fabricating and erecting 
the structural and miscellaneous steel for (3) additions 
totaling approximately 50,000 SF.

GM SPRING HILL PAINT SHOP PLENUM STEEL 
Location: Spring Hill, TN
Client: Gallagher-Kaiser 
Scope:  Ideal Contracting will be installing 128 platform 
sections for a maintenance catwalk that will give access to 
the spray booths in the new paint shop. Additionally, our 
team will be installing handrails and stairs to access the 
new walkway.  

ASHLEY CAPITAL CROSSROADS CRN BUILDING 
Location: Van Buren, MI
Client: Oliver Hatcher 
Scope: Ideal Contracting will be self-performing the 
erection of approximately 1,600 tons of structural steel for 
a new 656,000 SF spec building for Ashley Capital on their 
Crossroads Distribution Center lot.

GM ESTES BATTERY LAB STORAGE, 
 MAINTENANCE ROOM + TECHNICIANS WORK AREA 
Location: Warren, MI
Client: General Motors 
Scope: As the Design-Build contractor, Ideal Contracting 
will be completing a Battery Storage Room, Maintenance 
Room, and Technicians Work Area in the GTC Estes 
Engineering Center Battery Labs. Our team will be self-
performing the concrete, miscellaneous steel, 
and carpentry.

R E C E N T  P R O J E C T  W I N S



SAFETY
Live, lead, and empower each other to ensure everyone goes home safely. 

INTEGRITY
Our actions will be guided by transparency, honesty and the principle to always do the right thing.

TALENT
Cultivate, leverage, and inspire personal growth to advance the mission of the company. 

SUSTAINABILITY
Contribute to the advancement of neighborhoods we operate in, by developing safe communities 
and a strong educational structure.  

OUR CORE VALUES

2525 Clark St. Detroit, MI 48209 | 313.843.8000
www.idealcontracting.com




